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QUESTION 1

A network engineer for a company with 896 users across a multi-building campus wants to gather statistics on an
important switch uplink and create actions based on issues that occur on the uplink. How often does an NAE agent
gather information from the current state database in regard to the uplink interfaces? 

A. Once every 60 seconds 

B. Once every 1 second 

C. Once every 30 seconds 

D. Once every 5 seconds 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A network engineer is having a problem adding a custom-written script to an AOS-CX switch\\'s NAE GUI. The script
was written in Python and was successfully added on other AOS-CX switches. The engineer examines the following
items from the CLI of the switch: 

What should the engineer perform to fix this issue? 

A. Install the script\\'s signature before installing the new script 
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B. Ensure the engineer\\'s desktop and the AOS-CX switch are synchronized to the same NTP server 

C. Enable trust settings for the AOS-CX switch\\'s SSL certificate 

D. Remove a script that is no longer used before installing the new script 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator will be deploying NetEdit to manage an Aruba solution. What does NetEdit support? 

A. Manages AOS-CX switches and Aruba gateways 

B. Support for Aruba-supplied security updates 

C. Tracks configuration and hardware information 

D. Can be purchased as a VM and/or hardware appliance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has recently purchased a ClearPass AAA solution. Their network consists of AOS-CX switches at the
access layer. The company is implementing a rollout of IoT devices for smart building management to control the
lighting and HVAC systems. The network administrator is concerned about allowing secure access to these devices
since they only support MAC-Auth. 

Which ClearPass feature should the administrator leverage to help determine that MAC address spoofing is not
occurring for this group of devices? 

A. User-based tunneling 

B. Device fingerprinting 

C. RADIUS change of authorization 

D. Downloadable user roles 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a concept associated with PIM sparse mode (SM)? 

A. Reverts to forwarding when the pruning state times out. 

B. Requires periodic joins to maintain the shortest path tree (SPT). 

C. Recommended for use when high bandwidth connections exist. 
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D. Implements a push content to forward traffic from the multicast source. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhzMcUcS6UA 
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